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Plain Pursuit
"Mennonite and Amish. Two young people in love search for God's will in the midst of family and community disapproval"--

The Christmas Remedy
A New York Times best-selling author releases her first southern novel, a Steel Magnolias-meets-Sweet Home Alabama story set on St.
Simons Island. When an unthinkable loss sends Tara Abbott's life spiraling out of control, she journeys from North Carolina to Georgia's St.
Simons Island. Although confused and scared, she hopes to find answers about her past - her life before the years of foster care and raising
her two half-brothers as a young adult. Will she find steady ground on the island, surrounded by an eccentric-but-kindhearted group of older
women called The Glynn Girls and a determined firefighter? Or will the truth splinter what's left of her identity into pieces?

The Bridge of Peace
The Powerful Conclusion to Beverly Lewis' Latest #1 Bestselling Series! Rose Kauffman pines for prodigal Nick Franco, the Bishop's foster
son who left the Amish under a cloud of suspicion after his foster brother's death. His rebellion led to the "silencing" of their beloved Bishop.
But is Nick really the rebel he appears to be? Rose's lingering feelings for her wayward friend refuse to fade, but she is frustrated that Nick
won't return and make things right with the People. Nick avowed his love for Rose--but will he ever be willing to sacrifice modern life for her?
Meanwhile, Rose's older sister, Hen, is living in her parents' Dawdi Haus. Her estranged "English" husband, injured and helpless after a car
accident, has reluctantly come to live with her and their young daughter during his recovery. Can their marriage recover, as well? Is there any
possible middle ground between a woman reclaiming her old-fashioned Amish lifestyle and thoroughly modern man?
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The Amish Nanny
When an Old Order Amish woman takes a job at a small-town pharmacy struggling to survive in a world of "big box" stores, her motive is to
help her Plain community. But the advent of the holiday season brings an unusual mystery to the surface--and possibly love. Twenty-fouryear-old Holly Zook lives a unique life for a young Amish woman. Years ago, her bishop allowed her to continue her education and become
the lead technician for Greene's Pharmacy, an old-timey drugstore that looks out for the Amish community--a group largely without secure
healthcare plans. She knows she can't marry and hold onto her professional job. She's Amish, and she can only have one or the other, so
she spurns love and works toward addressing treatable diseases--like the one that claimed her father's life. As long as Holly continues to
avoid Joshua Smucker, the one man who draws her like a warm hearth in winter, she should be fine. When something unexpected threatens
Greene's Pharmacy, Holly and Joshua must work together to unravel what's happened and find the "missing" patient before the Board of
Pharmacy shuts them down. As the snows of December arrive, with Christmas in the air, will Holly succumb to the generous spirit of the
season?

The Mercy (The Rose Trilogy Book #3)
Long maligned as a prostitute or a woman of questionable reputation, Mary Magdalene's murky story seems lost to the sands of time. Now a
portrait of this enigmatic woman comes to life in the hands of an imaginative master storyteller. Diana Wallis Taylor's Mary is a woman
devastated by circumstances beyond her control and plagued with terrifying dreams--until she has a life-changing confrontation with the
Savior. Lovers of historical and biblical fiction will find this creative telling of Mary's story utterly original and respectful as it opens their eyes
to the redeeming work of Christ in the lives of those who follow him.

Faithful to Laura
Anne Michaels’ spellbinding début novel has quickly become one of the most beloved and talked-about books of the decade. As a young boy
during the Second World War, Jakob Beer is rescued from the mud in Poland by an unlikely saviour, the scientist Athos Roussos, and he is
taken to Greece, then, at war’s end, to Toronto. It is here that his loss gradually surfaces, as does the haunting question of his sister’s fate.
Later in life, as a translator and a poet, and now with the glorious Michaela, Jakob meets Ben, a young professor whose own legacies of the
war kindle within him a fascination with the older man and his writing. Fugitive Pieces is a work of rare vision that is at once lyrical, sensual,
profound. With its vivid evocation of landscape and character, its unique excavation of memory and time, it is a wholly unforgettable novel
that draws us into the lives of its characters with compassion and recognition. From the Trade Paperback edition.

Fugitive Pieces
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Carley has given up chasing her dreams. Now her dreams are chasing her. Carley Marek experiences culture shock when she visits her
friend LillianÆs family on their farm deep in Amish country. SheÆll get an article out of the visitùand maybe some of LillianÆs newfound
peace will somehow rub off on her. Just when Carley is getting used to the quiet nature of the Plain community, Lillian and SamuelÆs son
falls ill. But the local doctor who can offer the most help has been shunned by the community and forbidden to intervene. As DavidÆs
condition deteriorates, Dr. Noah determines to do whatever it takes to save the boyÆs life. Carley is caught in the middleùdrawn to Noah,
wanting to be helpful in the crisisùand confused by all their talk about a God she neither knows nor trusts. Carley must decide what in life is
worth pursuing . . . and what to do when sheÆs pursued by a love she never expected.

Broken for Good
In a community where conformity flourishes, seeds of Rhoda’s odd behavior were planted long ago. Can she cultivate her relationships with
the same care and tenderness that she gives her beloved garden? Old Order Amish Rhoda Byler’s unusual gift and her remarkable abilities
to grow herbs and berries have caused many to think her odd. As rumors mount that Rhoda’s “gift” is a detriment to the community, she
chooses isolation, spending her time in her fruit garden and on her thriving canning business. Miles away in Harvest Mills, Samuel King
struggles to keep his family’s apple orchard profitable. As the eldest son, Samuel farms with his brothers, the irrepressible Jacob and brash
Eli, while his longtime girlfriend Catherine remains hopeful that Samuel will marry her when he feels financially stable. Meanwhile, Samuel’s
younger sister Leah is testing all the boundaries during her rumschpringe, and finds herself far from home in Rhoda’s garden after a night of
partying gone badly. But Leah’s poor choices serve as a bridge between Rhoda and the King family when a tragic mistake in the orchard
leaves Samuel searching for solutions. Rhoda’s expertise in canning could be the answer, but she struggles with guilt over the tragic death of
her sister and doesn’t trust herself outside her garden walls. As the lines between business, love, and family begin to blur, can Rhoda finally
open up to a new life? And what effect will this odd, amazing woman have on the entire King family?

A Heart Made New
"An Old Order Amish young woman and an unsuspecting college student are on a collision course that neither could have foreseen"--

The Secret Keeper (Home to Hickory Hollow Book #4)
When Hannah Lapp reluctantly returns to the Old Order Amish community that she grew up in in order to help her sister, she is torn between
her new life and love in the outside world and life in the community with her first love.

Paradise Valley (The Daughters of Caleb Bender Book #1)
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Bestselling author Mindy Starns Clark and coauthor Leslie Gould offer readers The Amish Nanny, Book 2 in the Women of Lancaster County
series, which tells the stories of young Plain women as they explore their roots, connect with family, and discover true love. Amish-raised Ada
Rupp knows it’s time to make a commitment to the faith and join the church, especially if she wants a future with the handsome Amish
widower Will Gundy. But when she has the chance to travel to Switzerland as the caregiver of a young child, she leaps at the opportunity.
Anxious to learn more about her forebears, Ada enlists the help of a young Mennonite scholar named Daniel, but even as she develops
feelings for him, she cannot get Will from her mind—or her heart. At a crossroads, Ada must decide what she is willing to give up from the past
in order to embrace her future.

Thorn in My Heart
Laura Stutzman leaves her Kentucky community for Middlefield, Ohio, with one purpose: to find Mark King, the man who pledged his love to
her, then left, so that she can move on with her life. Original.

The Hope of Refuge
Experience the grandeur of the remote Scottish Highlands and Madrid in this USA TODAY bestselling “beautifully writtenmagical adventure”
(Woman’s World) following two women connected across time and distance as they search for the truth of their place in the world. Tiggy
D’Aplièse spends her days reveling in the raw beauty of the Scottish Highlands, where she works at a deer sanctuary. But when the
sanctuary is forced to close, she decides to take a job as a wildlife consultant on the vast estate of the elusive and troubled Charlie Kinnaird.
She has no idea that the move will not only irrevocably alter her future, but also bring her face-to-face with her past. At the estate, she meets
Chilly, an elderly Romani man who fled from Spain seventy years earlier. He tells her that not only does she possess a sixth sense passed
down from her ancestors, but it was foretold long ago that he would be the one to send her back home. Back in 1912, in the poor Romani
community outside the city walls of Granada, Lucía Amaya-Albaycin is born. At the tender age of ten, Lucía is whisked away by her ambitious
father to dance in the flamenco bars of Barcelona. And while Lucía perfects her skills—eventually becoming the greatest flamenco dancer of
her generation—tensions in Spain boil over into civil war, forcing Lucía and her troupe of dancers to flee for their lives. As they travel in search
of a safe haven, Lucía’s long-held dream of going to New York may be in grasp. But to pursue it, she must choose between her love for her
career and the man she adores. “A breathtaking adventure brimming with cruelty, tragedy, passion, [and] obsession” (Lancashire Evening
Post, UK), The Moon Sister follows these two women on their journey to discover their true destinies—but at the risk of potentially losing the
men they had hoped to build futures with.

Ties That Bind
In the second novel of Kelly Irvin’s Bliss Creek Amish series, readers will be delighted to return to a town and a family they’ve already come
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to love. Annie Shirack is trying to fight her feelings for David Plank, a young Amish man who’s struggling with an aggressive case of
Hodgkin’s lymphoma. David loves Annie too much to let her into his life, only, he fears, to leave her. When a homeless young woman named
Charisma and her two-year-old daughter, Gracie, show up in Bliss Creek, Annie welcomes them into the Shirack household and tries to help
them establish a new life. But all the good deeds in the world can’t change the ache in Annie’s heartor help her forget the man she loves.

The Postcard
With a head more suited to bookkeeping than a bridal veil, Ida’s dreams include big business- not beaus. Ida Sinclair has joined her sisters,
Kat and Nell, in the untamed mining town of Cripple Creek, Colorado for one reason: to work for the infamous but undeniably successful
businesswoman, Mollie O’Bryan. Ida’s sisters may be interested in making a match for their determined older sister, but Ida only wants to
build her career. Under Mollie's tutelage, Ida learns how to play the stock market and revels in her promising accomplishments. Fighting for
respect in a man's world, her ambition leaves little room for distractions. She ignores her family's reservations about Mollie O'Bryan's
business practices, but no matter how she tries, she can't ignore the two men pursuing her affections—Colin Wagner, the dashing lawyer, and
Tucker Raines, the traveling preacher. Ida wants a career more than anything else, so she shrugs off the suitors and pointed “suggestions”
that young ladies don’t belong in business. Will it take unexpected love—or unexpected danger—for Ida to realize where her priorities truly lie?

The Winnowing Season
When her relationship with Paul comes to an end, Hannah Lapp heads to Ohio in hopes of finding refuge with another Amish outcast, and a
deepening friendship with Martin Palmer helps her cope as she struggles to understand the contemporary world.

Too Rich for a Bride
Two brothers fight to claim one father’s blessing. Two sisters long to claim one man’s heart. In the autumn of 1788, amid the moors and
glens of the Scottish Lowlands, two brothers and two sisters each embark on a painful journey of discovery. Jamie and Evan McKie both want
their father Alec’s flocks and lands, yet only one brother will inherit Glentrool. Leana and Rose McBride both yearn to catch the eye of the
same handsome lad, yet only one sister will be his bride. A thorny love triangle emerges, plagued by lies and deception, jealousy and desire,
hidden secrets and broken promises. Brimming with passion and drama, Thorn in My Heart brings the past to vibrant life, revealing spiritual
truths that transcend time and penetrate the deepest places of the heart.

When the Heart Cries
A young Old Order Amish woman's determination to flee from a bad decision and save a farm pits her against the Amish man determined to
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see that she falls. Can the two find common ground? Or will their unflinching efforts toward opposite goals blur the bigger picture--a path to
forgiveness, glimpses of grace, and the promise of love?

A Love Undone
A husband and son abandoned to forge a path alone. A young woman who sacrificed her dreams. How will the God of grace and hope help
them find their way? At nineteen years old, Old Order Amish Jolene Keim was on the brink of happily-ever-after when everything changed,
stealing the future she expected and burdening her with an unbearable decision. For the next ten years, Jolene throws herself into family
life—and then she meets Andy Fisher. The horse trainer and father to a sweet nine year-old challenges her and holds up a mirror to issues
Jolene has been unwilling to face. Andy is cautious about his deepening friendship with Jolene, but he believes she knows the truth about
him – that he is a grass widower. As a man whose wife has abandoned him six years past, he is unable to divorce or remarry according to the
Amish ways. Andy has wrestled with God concerning his reality, and he had found peace with the solitary future facing him…until he met
Jolene. As Andy and Jolene find themselves confronted by difficult choices, will they trust in God's guidance—or will the allure of their
deepening friendship only lead to further temptation?

Twice a Bride
An Amish settlement in Ohio has run afoul of a law requiring their children to attend public school. Caleb Bender and his neighbors are
arrested for neglect, with the state ordering the children be placed in an institution. Among them are Caleb's teenage daughter, Rachel, and
the boy she has her eye on, Jake Weaver. Romance blooms between the two when Rachel helps Jake escape the children's home.
Searching for a place to relocate his family where no such laws apply, Caleb learns there's inexpensive land for sale in Mexico, a place called
Paradise Valley. Despite rumors of instability in the wake of the Mexican revolution, the Amish community decides this is their answer. And
since it was Caleb's idea, he and his family will be the pioneers. They will send for the others once he's established a foothold and assessed
the situation. Caleb's daughters are thrown into turmoil. Rachel doesn't want to leave Jake. Her sister, Emma, who has been courting Levi
Mullet, fears her dreams of marriage will be dashed. Miriam has never had a beau and is acutely aware there will be no prospects in Mexico.
Once there, they meet Domingo, a young man and guide who takes a liking to Miriam, something her father would never approve. While
Paradise Valley is everything they'd hoped it would be, it isn't long before the bandits start giving them trouble, threatening to upset the
fledgling Amish settlement, even putting their lives in danger. Thankfully no one has been harmed so far, anyway.

Mary Magdalene
Can Hannah find refuge, redemption, and a fresh beginning after her world is shattered? When the Heart Cries Her life among her Amish
community brutally interrupted, seventeen-year-old Hannah Lapp faces questions neither family, nor fiancé, nor even faith can easily answer.
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The first book in the Sisters of the Quilt series, When the Heart Cries will ignite a broader understanding of others’ beliefs and a God-given
strength to deal with pain we all experience. When the Morning Comes Rejected by those she loves, Hannah Lapp leaves her Amish
community and seeks refuge in the world outside, leaving her family and friends to wrestle with the painful truths that emerge in the wake of
her disappearance. As she struggles to find her place in the confusing Englischer world, her community deals with the turbulent aftermath of
her departure. When the Soul Mends Hoping to help her sister, Hannah Lapp reluctantly returns to the Old Order Amish community she fled
in disgrace more than two years earlier. When hidden truths are revealed about her former fiancé, she must choose whether to return to the
Plain life or to the Englischer man who adores her in this captivating conclusion to the Sisters of the Quilt series. This three-in-one collection
includes the entirety of the best-selling Sisters of the Quilt trilogy now at a new low price!

Someone Like You
Best-selling author Beverly Lewis' story of a weary big-city journalist and a New Order Amish woman whose lives come together over a
mysterious postcard.

As the Tide Comes In
Beth Hertzler mourns the loss of her fiancâe until she discovers a carved scene of Amish children playing in the snow, and her aunt Lizzy
tracks down Jonah, the artist, to help heal Beth's broken heart.

A Christmas Haven
For fans of holiday romances and Amish life comes a new Christmas tale of surprising expectations and discovering miracles. Old Order
Amish Ivy Zook is wrestling with her need to shed her community's ways so she can grow the business of her dreams: planning parties. As
long as she's stuck living without modernization, she can barely get her business on its feet. But if she leaves too soon, she'd cause trouble
for her sister, Holly, who is planning her wedding to Joshua Smucker. All of their plans become twice as complicated when an old car crashes
into the storefront of Greene's Pharmacy, carrying a Swartzentruber (ultra-conservative sect) Amish man, Arlan, and his very ill sister. The
Zooks take in Arlan and Madga, tending to the woman's illness and Arlan begins helping around the family farm. Ivy and Arlan are on
different tracks, one wanting to leave her community and the other to return to his. But both young people are trying to discover what God has
in store for their futures and what miracles might lie around the corner this Christmas season.

A Season for Tending
Working hard to develop a new Amish community outside of Unity, Maine, Rhoda Byler is fully committed to rehabilitating an orchard with
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business partner Samuel King. But an impulsive decision has created an unexpected strain in her relationship with her beau, Samuel’s
brother, Jacob, threatening plans for the orchard. Amidst mounting tension in matters of the heart and business, Rhoda finds that this fledging
settlement feels like the home she has always longed for, and she begins to embrace the God-given, heightened intuition that has always felt
like a burden to her. She longs for Jacob to fully be free of his past, so they can work towards the future together. But as Rhoda uses her gift
to unpack an old secret with her Englisch neighbors, it is not her beau but an unlikely ally that cheers her on. With the orchard on shaky
ground and Jacob’s plans in question, Rhoda is determined to see things through to harvest. But can she trust her insight to direct her path
in matters of the heart?

When the Soul Mends
A daughter's narrative about life with and without her father, whose death plunges her into deep grief but gradually becomes her most
compelling reason to hope. Like so many Christian women, Rebecca, her mother, and her two sisters love a man who does not walk beside
them in faith. As his cancer returns after a year of remission, they face his last days. As the women in his life struggle to savor their final times
together and let go, he finally reaches out to God, and tells them so. Her father's death opens the landscape of heaven and hope to her. She
beautifully renders those visions as well as the underbelly of sorrow as she is finally forced to wake up to the world, to new hungers, and to a
far more dangerous faith. Here is a spiritual coming of age manifesto that will take its place alongside Voskamp and Lamott as uplifting writing
on loss, grief, and growing up, quick.

The Sound of Sleigh Bells
Readers Eagerly Await the Latest from Beverly Lewis, the #1 Name in Amish Fiction With her love for all things old-fashioned, Jennifer Burns
has often been told she's an "old soul," but no one is prepared for the young woman's decision to set aside her modern life in favor of the Old
Order Amish world. Yet Jenny does exactly that, adopting Plain dress and settling in with Samuel and Rebecca Lapp while she works as a
mother's helper for the bishop's wife--a far cry from her former job as an x-ray technician. The people of Hickory Hollow are curious about the
beautiful young seeker among them, one handsome Amishman in particular. But he is not the only man vying for Jenny's affections, and
Jenny faces many challenges in the Proving time the brethren have set for herchallenges of the heart, as well as the spirit. Will Jenny's
secrets keep her from the peace she longs for? Or will they lead the way home?

When the Soul Mends
This Christmas, experience learning to trust alongside the Plain folk of Apple Ridge, Pennsylvania in this heart-warming tale of second
chances. Sadie enjoys her freedom away from home and her mission trips to Peru, but after four years, her Old Order Amish family insists
it’s time to come home and settle down. Levi, a bachelor who distrusts women after a family heartbreak, also has no desire for romance. To
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keep their families from meddling in their lives, Sadie and Levi devise a plan—but soon discover that the walls around their hearts are breaking
down. Can they let go of their prejudices, learn to trust each other, and embrace a future together?

The Englisch Daughter
Now a New York Times Bestseller! Join the club of unlikely quilters who show up for Amish widow Emma Yoder’s quilting classes. A troubled
young woman, a struggling couple, a widower, a rough and tough biker, and a preacher’s wife make up the mismatched lot. But as their
problems begin to bind them together like the scraps of fabric stitched together in a quilt, they learn to open up and lend a helping hand. Is
this what God had in mind to heal hurting hearts and create beauty from fragments?

The Dawn of Christmas
Returning to the home she fled in disgrace, will Hannah find healing for the wounds of the past? After receiving a desperate and confusing
call from her sister, Hannah Lapp reluctantly returns to the Old Order Amish community of her Pennsylvania childhood. Having fled in
disgrace more than two years earlier, she finally has settled into a satisfying role in the Englischer world. She also has found love and a new
family with the wealthy Martin Palmer and the children she is helping him raise. But almost immediately after her arrival in Owl’s Perch, the
disapproval of those who ostracized her, including her headstrong father, reopens old wounds. As Hannah is thrown together with former
fiancé Paul Waddell to work for her sister Sarah’s mental health, hidden truths surface about events during Hannah’s absence, and she
faces an agonizing decision. Will she choose the Englischer world and the man who restored her hope, or will she heed the call to return to
the Plain Life–and perhaps to her first love? When the Soul Mends is the third and final book in the Sisters of the Quilt series.

When the Morning Comes
Family, community, faith, and love. These “quilt blocks” sewn together made Ariana’s beautiful life. When they are pulled to pieces, will
anything familiar remain? The Old Order Amish life Ariana Brenneman loved vanished virtually overnight with the discovery that she was
switched at birth twenty years ago. Now she’s immersed in the Englischer world, getting to know her mother and under the authority of her
biological father, an atheist intellectual with resolute plans to expand Ariana’s worldview. Only Quill Schlabach, a childhood friend living
Englisch, can steady the tilting ground between Ariana’s two worlds, but can she trust him after so many betrayals? At the same time, Skylar
Nash is forced to choose rehab or spend several months with her true relatives, the large Brenneman family and their seemingly backward
life—no electricity, no technology, no fun. What the young woman can’t leave behind is her addiction to illegal prescription drugs and a deep
emptiness from the belief that she doesn’t belong in either family. New ties are binding Ariana and Skylar to the lives they were meant to
have. Can they find the wisdom and strength they’ll need to follow God’s threads into unexpected futures? Fraying at the Edge is the second
novel in The Amish of Summer Grove series.
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The Scent of Cherry Blossoms
PUBLISHERS WEEKLY BESTSELLER * A marriage is tested in this Old Order Amish novel of longing for renewed love and a path for
forgiveness from the best-selling author of Gathering the Threads. Old Order Amish wife and mother Jemima has put her marriage and family
ahead of herself for years. She's set herself aside. Raising four children, she's followed all the rules and has been patient in looking forward
to her time to chase a dream of her own. But when she finds out that her life savings for pursuing that dream is gone--and her husband, Roy,
has been hiding a child with another woman--her entire world is shattered. Will she be able to listen to God and love Roy's child? With so
much at stake, how can she and Roy fix their relationship before their lives come crashing down?

The Moon Sister
Struggling against poverty and a relentless stalker, Cara Moore, a widowed mother, is lead out of New York City toward an Amish community
in Dry Lake, Pennsylvania, where she quickly discovers long-held secrets about her family. (Religious fiction). Simultaneous.

The Harvest of Grace
It’s Jill Shalvis meets Susan Mallery in this gorgeous novel by New York Times bestselling author Lori Wilde about three sisters, one small
town, a wedding, and the summer that changes everything. Welcome to Moonglow Cove, Texas, a place where your neighbors know your
name and the gentle waves of the Gulf of Mexico lap lazily against the sands. It’s a magical spot, especially in the summertime… Once the
town was the home of the Clark sisters—brought up by their grandmother at the Moonglow Inn. Nicknamed “The Moonglow Sisters”, as
children they were inseparable. Then, a wedding-day betrayal tore them apart and they scattered across the globe and away from each other.
But the sisters have at last come home… There’s Maddie: smart, sensible, and stubborn. Shelley, who ran off to find her bliss. And Gia, a freespirit determined to keep the peace. It’s her impending wedding that keeps them together…but Gia has a secret, and when her sisters find out
all heck is going to break loose! The Moonglow Sisters continues Lori Wilde’s trademark storytelling to create an unforgettable novel of
family, betrayal, love, and second chances.

Fraying at the Edge
New York Times bestseller The tornado that devastated Kings’ Orchard pushed Rhoda, Samuel, and Jacob to make a new start in Maine.
Are they strong enough to withstand the challenges of establishing an Amish community—and brave enough to face the secrets that move
with them? On the eve of their departure to begin a new Old Order Amish community outside of Unity, Maine, Rhoda Byler is shocked to
discover that choices made by her business partner and friend, Samuel King, have placed her and her unusual gifts directly into the path of
her district’s bishop and preachers. She is furious with Samuel and is fearful that the Kings will be influenced by the way her leaders see her,
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and not what they know to be true—that Rhoda’s intuition is a gift from God. Jacob King won’t be swayed by community speculation. He
loves Rhoda, believes in her, and wants to build a future with her in Maine. But when the ghosts of his past come calling and require him to
fulfill a great debt, can he shake their hold before it destroys what he has with Rhoda? Samuel has a secret of his own—one he’ll go to great
lengths to keep hidden, even if it means alienating those closest to him. Throwing himself into rehabilitating the once-abandoned orchard,
Samuel turns to a surprising new ally. Book 2 of the Amish Vines and Orchards series asks: can the three faithfully follow God’s leading and
build a new home and orchard in Maine? Or will this new beginning lead to more ruin and heartbreak?

For Every Season
Returning to the home she fled in disgrace, will Hannah find healing for the wounds of the past? After receiving a desperate and confusing
call from her sister, Hannah Lapp reluctantly returns to the Old Order Amish community of her Pennsylvania childhood. Having fled in
disgrace more than two years earlier, she finally has settled into a satisfying role in the Englischer world. She also has found love and a new
family with the wealthy Martin Palmer and the children she is helping him raise. But almost immediately after her arrival in Owl's Perch, the
disapproval of those who ostracized her, including her headstrong father, reopens old wounds. As Hannah is thrown together with former
fiancé Paul Waddell to work for her sister Sarah's mental health, hidden truths surface about events during Hannah's absence, and she faces
an agonizing decision. Will she choose the Englischer world and the man who restored her hope, or will she heed the call to return to the
Plain Life-and perhaps to her first love? When the Soul Mends is the third and final book in the Sisters of the Quilt series.

Sisters of the Quilt
Love lost doesn’t mean love lost forever. Can unexpected romance deliver a second chance for two deserving widows? Full of resolve,
young widow Willow Peterson decides to pursue her dreams to be an artist as she settles into a new life in the growing mountain town of
Cripple Creek. When she lands a job working as a portrait painter with handsome entrepreneur and photographer Trenton Van Der Veer, the
road before Willow seems to be taking a better-than-anticipated turn. With questions tugging at several hearts in town, including the Sinclair
Sisters’ beloved Miss Hattie, change is traveling down the tracks as several unexpected visitors make their way out West. Will the new
arrivals threaten the deep family bonds of the Sinclair sisters and the roots of love that are just taking hold for Willow? Filled with the
resonating questions that all women face, this romance awakens hope against grief, love against loss, and dreams against life’s unexpected
turns.

The Moonglow Sisters
When Hannah dares to love across the boundaries of tradition, will she lose everything? Despite being raised in a traditional Old Order Amish
family, seventeen-year-old Hannah Lapp desires to break with custom, forgo baptism into the faith, and marry outside the cloistered
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community. She’s been in love with Mennonite Paul Waddell for three years, and before returning to college for his senior year, Paul asks
Hannah to be his wife. Hannah accepts, aware that her marriage will change her relationship with her family forever. On the evening of their
engagement, tragedy strikes and in one unwelcome encounter, all that Hannah has known and believed is destroyed. As she finds herself
entangled in questions that the Old Ways of her people cannot answer, Hannah faces the possibility of losing her place in her family, in her
community– and in the heart of the man she loves. When the Heart Cries is book one in the Sisters of the Quilt series.

When the Soul Mends
Having overcome the stares and whispers for the noticeable birthmark she bears on her cheek, Old Order Amish schoolteacher Lena
Kauffman channels her zest for living into her love of teaching, but tensions mount when she is challenged to work with a rebellious young
man and deal with several crises that threaten her other students. Original.

The Half-Stitched Amish Quilting Club
AN INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Science raises questions only love can answer in this moving and thought-provoking novel
from the #1 New York Times bestselling author of “heart-tugging and emotional” (Romantic Times Book Reviews) life-changing fiction. One
frozen embryo. Two families with life-long secrets. And a guy who never planned to fall in love again. Maddie Baxter West is shaken to the
core when she finds out everything she believed about her life was a lie. Her parents had always planned to tell her the truth about her past:
that she was adopted as an embryo. But somehow the right moment never happened. Then a total stranger confronts Maddie with the truth
and tells her something else that rocks her world—Maddie had a sister she never knew about. Betrayed, angry, and confused, Maddie leaves
her new job and fiancé, rejects her family’s requests for forgiveness, and moves to Portland to find out who she really is. Dawson Gage’s life
was destroyed when London Quinn, his best friend and the only girl he ever loved, is killed. In the hospital waiting room, London’s mother
reveals that London might have had a sibling. The frozen embryo she and her husband donated decades ago. When Dawson finds Maddie
and brings her to Portland, the Quinns—her biological parents—welcome her into their lives and hearts. Maddie is comforted by the Quinns’
love and intrigued by their memories of London, who was so much like her. Is this the family and the life she was really meant to have? Now it
will take the love of Dawson Gage to help Maddie know who she isand to help her find her way home.
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